In the wake of movie dramatization and diversion from truth.
NOAH: Another Storm Is Coming
(Softcover)
**by E. G. White**

**Share it: buy the high-quality paperback in bulk for as low as $0.79 each.**

In this exploration of the real story of Noah, you’ll discover all the great themes at play in this world-changing event. You’ll not only get an accurate biblical and historical narrative of the life of Noah, but you’ll also better grasp the spiritual themes that will grow your trust in God’s plan for you.

The story of Noah still matters today. Jesus warned that the history of Noah’s time and the greatest storm the world has ever seen would repeat itself just prior to His return. To survive it, you will need to have the faith of Noah when every day your friends call you crazy and fanatical.

This book will show you how to have that extraordinary faith.

**As low as: $0.79 each**  
Click [here](#) for the eBook edition at $6.99

[More Details and Purchase]
Secrets beyond the Grave

An Unprecedented Opportunity to Share the True Story!

Secrets beyond the Grave Case of Books
by Dwight Hall

Today, the confusion surrounding the afterlife is more widespread than ever, causing heartache for millions who have lost loved ones. Truly, everyone wants to know what happened to their loved ones who have passed away. Are they happy? Are they safe? How can we be sure they’re not in hell? Can they visit us from beyond the grave, and how do we know that ghostly spirits have purely benevolent motives?

Secrets Beyond the Grave has the straightforward answers to these and other questions that you want and need to know.

100 Books for $99.00

Sale ends Tuesday, May 20, 2014

More Details and Purchase
Son of God Movie 2014

The Desire Of Ages
An Unprecedented Opportunity to Share the True Story!

The Desire of Ages
The Greatest Story Ever Told

E. G. White

BEST Seller!
With the same hand of tenderness that drew children to His side, Jesus wielded the power to bring forth Lazarus from the tomb. This same guiding hand led the masses through the countryside, drawing spiritual lessons from the natural world that surrounded them.

Jesus has a love that runs so deeply for His humankind that He chose to leave the glories of His homeland beyond the sky to live a martyr's life. Because of that love for each of us, the Son of God risked everything for us. Now is the time for us to being to search His life in earnest so that the eternal life He offers us can be claimed.

Price: $12.99

More Details and Purchase

More Great Books From Remnant Publications

Grave Expectations
by Dwight Hall

The Passion of Love
by E. G. White

Solving the Mystery of Death
by Steve Wohlberg
Perils of Harry Potter and Witchcraft
by Steve Wohlberg

Noah: Another Storm Is Coming (Hardcover)
by E. G. White

The Darkness of Twilight
by Steve Wohlberg
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